Unlike European languages, many Asian languages like Chinese and Japanese do not have typographic boundaries in written system. Word segmentation (tokenization) that break sentences down into individual words (tokens) is normally treated as the first step for machine translation (MT). For Chinese and Japanese, different rules and segmentation tools lead different segmentation results in different level of granularity between Chinese and Japanese. To improve the translation accuracy, we adjust and balance the granularity of segmentation results around terms for Chinese-Japanese patent corpus for training translation model. In this paper, we describe a statistical machine translation (SMT) system which is built on re-tokenized Chinese-Japanese patent training corpus using extracted bilingual multi-word terms.
Introduction
China and Japan are producing a large amount of patents in their respective languages. Making Chinese patents available in Japanese, and Japanese patents in Chinese is an important task for increasing economical development in Asia and international world. The translation of patents is a key issue that should be helped by the use of SMT.
Word segmentation is normally treated as the first step for SMT between Chinese and Japanese. Patents contain large amounts of domain-specific terms in words or multi-word expressions. This brings up the question of word segmentation: we may not want to tokenize terms in specific domains in patents. But we cannot control the tokenization of the multi-word terms: a large number of multi-word terms are always segmented into several single-word terms in one language but may not be segmented in another language, or some of the multi-word terms in two languages have different levels of granularity in segmentation because of different conventions of segmentation in different languages.
The related work by Chang et al. (2008) shows that segmentation granularity of Chinese word segmentation affects the translation accuracy and that it is very important for MT. In (Chu et al., 2013) , for improving the translation accuracy of scientific papers, they make use of a constructed mapping table for adjusting Chinese segmentation results according to Japanese segmentation based on characters shared between Chinese and Japanese. In our work, we focus on terms and patent segmentation and translation. To improve SMT translation accuracy, we change and adjust the segmentation for terms using extracted bilingual multi-word terms for both languages (not only for Chinese or Japanese). Frantzi et al. (2000) describes a combination of linguistic and statistical methods (C-value/NC-value) for the automatic extraction of multi-word terms from English corpora. In (Mima and Ananiadou, 2001) , it is showed that the C-/NC-value method is an efficient domain-independent multi-word term recognition not only in English but in Japanese as well. In this paper, we adopt the C-value method to extract monolingual multi-word terms in Chinese and Japanese, and combine it with the sampling-based alignment method (Lardilleux and Lepage, 2009 ) and kanji-hanzi conversion method for bilingual multi-word term extraction. We build SMT systems based on re-tokenized Chinese-Japanese patent training corpus using the extracted bilingual multi-word terms. 2 Word Segmentation for Chinese-Japanese Patent Corpus Figure 1 gives the examples for Chinese-Japanese patent sentences which are tokenized at different levels of granularity based on different segmentation tools. For instance, the multi-word term 钽阳/极体 ('tantalum anode body') in Chinese has a translation relation with the multi-word タンタル/陽極/ボ ディ in Japanese, but actually, they do not have any correspondence in word-to-word alignments. Similar examples are given as 异氰/酸酯基 ('isocyanate group') in Chinese and イソシアネート/基 in Japanese, 放射线/量 ('radiation dose') in Chinese and 放射/線量 in Japanese. Another case is that some terms are multi-word terms in one language but single-word terms in another language. For instance, the single-word term 肺气肿 ('emphysema') in Chinese and the multi-word term 肺/気腫 in Japanese. For keeping the direct and exact translations between Chinese and Japanese terms, we intend to re-tokenize Chinese-Japanese parallel sentences center around bilingual multi-word terms. As such, correspondence and meaning of terms come into focus when adjusting word tokenization granularity.
To do this, we extract bilingual multi-word terms from an existing Chinese-Japanese training corpus, then we build SMT systems based on the re-tokenized training corpus using these extracted bilingual multi-word terms by enforcing them to be considered as one token.
3 Chinese-Japanese Bilingual Multi-word Term Extraction
In this section, we describe a bilingual multi-word term extraction method used in our work. We combine using C-value for monolingual multi-word extraction with the sampling-based alignment method and kanji-hanzi conversion method for bilingual multi-word term extraction.
Monolingual Multi-word Term Extraction
The C-value is an automatic domain-independent method, commonly used for multi-word term extraction. This method has two main parts: linguistic part and statistical part. The linguistic part gives the type of multi-word terms extracted relying on part-of-speech tagging, linguistic filters, stop list, etc. The statistical part measure a termhood to a candidate string, and output a list of candidate terms with decreasing order of C-value. In our experiments, we extract multi-word terms which contain a sequence of nouns or adjectives followed by a noun in both Chinese and Japanese. This linguistic pattern 1 can be written as follows using a regular expression: (Adjective|N oun) + N oun. The segmenter and part-of-speech tagger that we use are the Stanford parser 2 for Chinese and Juman 3 for Japanese. The statistical part, the measure of termhood, called the C-value, is given by the following formula:
where a is the candidate string, f(.) is its frequency of occurrence in the corpus, T a is the set of extracted candidate terms that contain a, P (T a ) is the number of these candidate terms.
In our experiments, we follow the basic steps of the C-value approach to extract Chinese and Japanese monolingual multi-word terms respectively from the existing Chinese-Japanese training corpus. We firstly tag each word in the Chinese and the Japanese corpus respectively; we then extract multi-word terms based on the linguistic pattern and the formula given above for each language. The stop list is used to avoid extracting infelicitous sequences of words consists of 240 function words (including numbers, letters and punctuations etc.). Examples of term candidates in Chinese and Japanese extracted are shown in Table 1 . We then re-tokenize such candidate terms in the Chinese-Japanese training corpus by enforcing them to be considered as one token. Each candidate multi-word term is aligned with markers.
Bilingual Multi-word Term Extraction
We extract bilingual multi-word terms based on re-tokenized Chinese-Japanese training corpus (with extracted monolingual muti-word terms) with two methods: one is using the sampling-based alignment method, another one is taking kanji-hanzi conversion into consideration.
Using Sampling-based Method
To extract bilingual aligned multi-word terms, we use the open source implementation of the samplingbased alignment method, Anymalign (Lardilleux and Lepage, 2009) , to perform word-to-word alignment (token-to-token alignment) 4 from the above monolingual terms based re-tokenized Chinese-Japanese training corpus. We recognize the multi-word term to multi-word term alignments between Chinese and Japanese by using the markers. We then filter these aligned multi-word candidate terms by setting some threshold P for the translation probabilities in both directions. Table 2 shows some bilingual multi-word terms that we extracted by setting a threshold P with 0.6. It is possible that some incorrect alignments are extracted. Such examples appear on the alignments with * . To improve the precision (good match) of the results, we further filter these extracted bilingual multiword terms (obtained by setting threshold P ) by computing the ratio of the lengths in words between the Chinese (Japanese) part and its corresponding Japanese (Chinese) part.
We set the ratio of the length in words between two languages with 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5. The precision of the kept bilingual multi-word terms in each ratio is assessed by sampling 100 bilingual multi-word terms. On the bilingual multi-word term extraction results obtained by setting P =0.6, the precisions Chinese or Japanese sentences Extracted monolingual terms
English meaning: 'In diabetes, more particularly, type 1 or 2 diabetes cases, the drug of the present invention allows the blood glucose concentration more effectively adapt to normal blood glucose levels.'
English meaning: 'In this method, we can obtain more than one images of blood moving from systole of cardiac cycle to diastole.' Table 1 : Examples of multi-word term extracted using C-value, based on the linguistic pattern:
for each ratio are 94%, 92%, 90% and 80%. It is obvious that the precision of the extracted bilingual multi-word terms decreases rapidly when the ratio tends to 2.5, thus we set the ratio of the lengths in both directions to a maximum value of 2.0 to keep precision and recall high at the same time. Another filtering constraint is to filter out alignments of the Japanese part which contains hiragana. This constraint results from an investigation of the distribution of the components in Japanese by which we found that multi-word terms made up of "kanji + hiragana" or "kanji + hiragana + katakana" have lower chance to be aligned with Chinese multi-word terms (see Table 3 ).
Using Kanji-hanzi Conversion Method
Table 2 leads to the observation that some correctly aligned bilingual terms cannot be extracted by using the methods we described in Section 3.2.1. Such examples of terms are given in Table 2 Table 2 : Extraction of Chinese-Japanese bilingual multi-word terms by setting a threshold P with 0.6 for both directions. and × show the bilingual multi-word term alignment that are kept or excluded. √ and * show the extracted multi-word terms are correct or incorrect alignments by human assessment. conversion method can be used to extract this kind of bilingual multi-word terms.
We keep the alignments where either one side is a multi-word term; we convert Japanese words only made up of Japanese kanji into simplified Chinese characters through kanji-hanzi conversion. By doing so, we generate a Zh-Ja-Converted-Ja file automatically where each line consists in the Chinese term, the original Japanese term and the converted Japanese term (simplified Chinese term). We compare Converted-Ja with the Zh, if a converted Japanese term is equal to its corresponding Chinese term in each character, we keep this pair of bilingual term. In this way, we can extract more reliable ChineseJapanese bilingual aligned multi-word terms.
We combined three different freely available sources of data to maximize our conversion results. The first source of data we used is the Unihan database 5 . In particular we used the correspondence relation SimplifiedVariant in the Unihan Mapping Data of the Unihan database. The second source of data we used is the Langconv Traditional-Simplified Conversion 6 data. It contains a database for traditionalsimplified character. The third source of data we used concerns the case where the characters in Japanese are proper to Japanese. For this case, we used a hanzi-kanji mapping table, provided in the resource 簡 体字と日本漢字対照表 7 which consists of simplified hanzi and kanji pairs. Table 4 shows the results of extracted bilingual multi-word terms by kanji-hanzi conversion using these three sources of data.
Zh Ja Converted-Ja Meaning Human assessment Table 4 : Extraction of bilingual Chinese-Japanese multi-word terms using kanji-hanzi conversion.
Without any Conversion
官能 基 官能 基 官能 基 'functional group' √ 肺癌 肺 癌 肺 癌 'lung cancer' √ 免疫原 免疫 原 免疫 原 'immunogen' √ By Traditional-Simplified Conversion 脉管 脈 脈 脈 管 脉 管 'vessel' √ 高温 杀菌 高温 殺 殺 殺菌 高温 杀菌 'high temperature sterilization' √ 放射线 源 放射 線 線 線 源 放射 线 源 'radiation source' √ By hanzi-kanji Mapping Table 心收缩 期 心 収 収 収縮 縮 縮 期 心 收缩 期 'systole' √ 废热 回收 廃 廃 廃 熱 熱 熱 回収 収 収 废 热 回收 'waste heat recovery' √ 肺气肿 肺 気 気 気腫 腫 腫 肺 气肿 'pulmonary emphysema' √ 添加剂 添加 剤 剤 剤 添加 剂 'additive' √ 肝脏 再生 作用 肝臓 臓 臓 再生 作用 肝脏 再生 作用 'liver regeneration action' √
Bilingual Multi-word Terms Used in SMT
We re-tokenize the Chinese-Japanese training parallel corpus with the further filtered bilingual multiword terms (by ratio of the lengths in words and components of the terms) combine with the extraction results by kanji-hanzi conversion. Each pair of bilingual multi-word terms are re-tokenized as one token and aligned with markers. In the procedure for building SMT systems, we training the Chinese-Japanese translation models on the re-tokenized training corpus. A language model is trained with the Japanese corpus without re-tokenizing annotation. We then remove the markers from the phrase tables before perform tuning and decoding in SMT experiments.
Experiments and Results

Chinese-Japanese Experimental Data Used
The Chinese-Japanese parallel sentences used in our experiments are randomly extracted from the Chinese-Japanese JPO Patent Corpus (JPC) 8 . JPC consists of about 1 million parallel sentences with four sections (Chemistry, Electricity, Mechanical engineering, and Physics). It is already divided into training, tuning and test sets: 1 million sentences, 4,000 sentences and 2,000 sentences respectively. For our experiments, we randomly extract 100,000 parallel sentences from the training part, 1,000 parallel sentences from the tuning part, and 1,000 from the test part. Table 5 : Statistics on our experimental data sets (after tokenizing and lowercasing). Here 'mean ± std.dev' gives the average length of the sentences in words.
Monolingual and Bilingual Multi-word Term Extraction
We extract 81,618 monolingual multi-word terms for Chinese and 93,105 for Japanese respectively based on the 100,000 lines of training corpus as indicated in Table 5 . The precision was 95% in both languages. For keeping the balance between monolingual term used for re-tokenization in both languages, we retokenize the training corpus in each language with the same number of Chinese and Japanese monolingual multi-word terms. They are the first 80,000 monolingual multi-word terms with higher C-value in both languages. Table 6 gives the number of bilingual multi-word terms obtained for different thresholds P (translation probabilities) from the re-tokenized (with extracted monolingual multi-word terms) 100,000 lines of training corpus (given in column (a)). Table 6 also gives the results of filtering with the constraints on the ratio of lengths in words between Chinese and Japanese terms and filtering out Japanese terms containing hiragana (given in column (a + b)). We extracted 4,591 bilingual multi-word terms (100% good match) from 309,406 phrase alignments obtained by word-to-word alignment from Chinese-Japanese training corpus using kanji-hanzi conversion. The number of the extracted multi-word terms using kanji-hanzi conversion combined with further filtering by constraints are given in Table 6 (column (a + b + c)).
Translation Accuracy in BLEU and Result Analysis
We build several SMT systems with Chinese-Japanese training corpora re-tokenized using:
• several thresholds P for filtering (Table 6 (a)) • further filtering with several thresholds combined with kanji-hanzi conversion results (Table 6 (a +b + c))
We train several Chinese-to-Japanese SMT systems using the standard GIZA++/MOSES pipeline (Koehn et al., 2007) . The Japanese corpus without re-tokenizing is used to train a language model using KenLM (Heafield, 2011) . After removing markers from the phrase table, we tune and test.
Filtering by thresholds P (a) Filtering by thresholds P (a) + the ratio of lengths + the components (b) + kanji-hanzi conversion (c) Table 6 : Evaluation results in BLEU for Chinese to Japanese translation based on re-tokenized training corpus using different thresholds (a); based on combination of the ratio of lengths + the components (b) with kanji-hanzi conversion (c).
In all experiments, the same data sets are used, the only difference being whether the training data is retokenized or not with bilingual multi-word terms. Table 6 shows the evaluation of the results of Chineseto-Japanese translation in BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) . Compared with the baseline system, for the training corpus re-tokenized with further filtering combined with kanji-hanzi conversion results (a +b + c), we obtain significant improvements in all thresholds. We obtain 1.55 BLEU point (threshold of 0.6) improvements compare with the baseline system. In this case, 20,679 re-tokenized terms are used. It is also improve 0.3 BLEU point comparing with the case of the bilingual terms are filtered only by thresholds (a). We then test 2,000 sentences based on this best SMT system and the baseline system. We obtain a significant BLEU score with 33.61 compare with the baseline system 32.29 (p-value < 0.01). Figure 2 gives an example of improvement in Chinese-to-Japanese translation. Thanks to our method, re-tokenizing the training corpus with bilingual multi-word terms gave a better translation accuracy (BLEU=15.92) of the test sentence given in this example. Re-tokenizing and grouping the bilingual multi-word term together increased the probability of multi-word term to multi-word term translation, i.e., "免疫 测定 方法" to "免疫 測定 方法" ('immunoassay') in this example. This prevents the separated 1-to-1 or 2-to-2 gram translation of isolated source words in inappropriate order or position, like "免疫" to "免疫" ('immunity') and "测定 方法" to "測定 方法" ('measuring method'). In this example, re-tokenization of the training corpus with extracted bilingual multi-word terms induced a direct and exact translation.
Test sentence (Chinese):
Re-tokenizing training corpus with bilingual multi-word terms (BLEU=25.54):
Reference (Japanese): 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we described a Chinese-Japanese SMT system for the translation of patents built on a training corpus re-tokenized using automatically extracted bilingual multi-word terms. We extracted monolingual multi-word terms from each part of the Chinese-Japanese training corpus by using the C-value method. For extraction of bilingual multi-word terms, we firstly re-tokenized the training corpus with these extracted monolingual multi-word terms for each language. We then used the sampling-based alignment method to align the re-tokenized parallel corpus and only kept the aligned bilingual multi-word terms by setting different thresholds on translation probabilities in both directions. We also used kanji-hanzi conversion to extract bilingual multi-word terms which could not be extracted using thresholds or only one side is multi-word terms. We did not use any other additional corpus or lexicon in our work.
Re-tokenizing the parallel training corpus with the results of the combination of the extracted bilingual multi-word terms led to statistically significant improvements in BLEU scores for each threshold. We then test 2,000 sentences based on the SMT system with the highest BLEU score (threshold of 0.6). We also obtained a significant improvement in BLEU score compare with the baseline system.
In this work, we limited ourselves to the cases where multi-word terms could be found in both languages at the same time, e.g., 血糖 正常 水平 (Chinese) 正常 血糖 レヘル (Japanese) ('normal blood glucose level'), and the case where multi-word terms made up of hanzi/kanji are recognized in one of the languages, but not in the other language. e.g. 癌细胞 (Chinese) 癌 細胞 (Japanese) ('cancer cell') or 低 压 (Chinese) 低圧 (Japanese) ('low tension').
Manual inspection of the data allowed us to identify a third case. It is the case where only one side is recognized as multi-word term, but the Japanese part is made up of katakana or a combination of kanji and katakana, or the Japanese part is made up of kanji but they do not share the same characters with Chinese after kanji-hanzi conversion. Such a case is, e.g., 碳纳米管 (Chinese) カーボン ナノチュー ブ (Japanese) ('carbon nano tube') and 控制器 (Chinese) コント ローラ (Japanese) ('controller'), or 逆变 器 (Chinese) インバータ (Japanese) ('inverter') or still 乙酸乙酯 (Chinese) 酢酸 エチル (Japanese) ('ethyl acetate') and 尿键 (Chinese) ウレア 結合 (Japanese) ('urea bond') , or 氧化物 (Chinese) 酸化 物 (Japanese) ('oxide') and 缺氧 (Chinese) 酸素 欠乏 (Japanese) ('oxygen deficit'). In a future work, we intend to address this third case and expect further improvements in translation results.
